provide a forum for authors to rehash material already printed elsewhere and to pass it off as original. For an author to present a review article for publication when an almost identical review by the same author has recently been published elsewhere is absurd. The challenge facing every medical and scientific discipline today of disseminating and digesting available information is already most serious without the added harassment of dual or multiple pu'blication.
Lock's proposal mentioned above appears most reasonable and will be followed by this journal should the need arise. The attention of authors is drawn to the following sentence which appears in the Guide to Authors in each issue of the journal: Papers are accepted on the understanding that no substantial part has been or will be published elsewhere.
The exception which applies to brief abstracts of oral communications is emphasised. Should an author be in any doubt whether a particular submission would constitute repetitive publication, a covering letter should be sent to the editor accompanying the manuscript, together with copies of the relevant previous articles.
